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Leprosy: An Intergenerational Cycle
Udayan is an effort to offer children from families
affected by leprosy a chance to have a better life. It
is the result of the vision and dedication of Father
James Stevens, with guidance from Mother Teresa,
who saw the reality of the situation and wanted to
help.

He realised that the problem of leprosy
needed solutions beyond the purely
medical. He realised that for the children
of people affected by leprosy, apart from
effective management of the disease,
what was needed was education, and a
safe and caring environment. What was
needed was compassion and guidance which helped them develop their
potential to grow into productive and
respected members of communities
In spite of concerted efforts by WHO, Governments where they could lead lives of dignity,
and NGOs, leprosy remains a major health problem breaking the chain of poverty,
in India - bringing with it not only physical and
disability and exclusion.

mental suffering, but often severe socio-economic
hardship as well. A pall of ignorance, superstition
and stigma still covers this age-old disease, leading And so Udayan was founded in 1970 and has been
to exclusion of the victim from communities as well providing a home which would lead to improveas educational and livelihood opportunities.
ment in the quality of their lives, ever since. Udayan’s success can be seen in the number of children
who have lived and been educated there and have
Leprosy is a disease which can affect anyone, but
gone on to live fruitful and happy lives in diverse
like all infections, people from socio-economically
fields – and in the process, have helped lift their
disadvantaged sections of the community are at a
families out of poverty.
much higher risk, due to crowded living conditions
and poor nutrition. This results in a vicious cycle of
disease, disability, exclusion and poverty because
However, as we approach our 50th year, we remind
of the stigma that still prevails in the community.
our friends and supporters that the problem is still
so vast. We have much work to do, many children
to reach, and more lives to shape. And for that, we
These factors are perpetuated, leading to children
request your continued love and support.
of leprosy affected parents often being deprived of
education and the normal care which is taken for
granted in other families. This hampers the opporDR ANNAMMA (SUE) JOHN
tunities for development and condemns them to a
Governing Body Member – Udayan
life of poverty and unfulfilled potential.
Leprologist
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Leprosy in India
India accounts for 57.9% of all new cases of leprosy
reported annually around the world, with over
120,334 new cases in the year 2016-17, according
to the National Leprosy Eradication Programme
(NLEP). This means that one person is diagnosed
with leprosy roughly every four minutes in India,
which is among 22 nations considered to have a
‘high burden’ for leprosy, according to the World
Health Organization (WHO).

But there is a wide public perception in
India that leprosy is no longer a problem. In the public space, elimination has
been confused with eradication. Elimination implies a prevalence rate of less than
one case per 10,000 (0.01 percent),
whereas eradication means reaching zero
— no infections with no possibility of further transmission. Elimination isn’t eradication, and whilst there is a lower percentage of affected individuals, this number is still enormous in absolute terms in a
vast country like India.

Since this announcement, funding for leprosy prevention and education programs has been drastically reduced. The prevalence and rate of infection
have remained steady from 2005 to 2015, (with
only marginal changes after that) and there are still
significant delays in treatment, both from the patients and the healthcare system itself, due to a lack
of knowledge about the disease.

In 2016 when the health ministry launched the
country’s largest leprosy detection campaign. The
campaign spread across 149 districts of India, covering a population of 320 million people. At the end of
the two-week campaign, 34,000 new cases had
been detected. Since then, leprosy has been on the
rise. The increase of leprosy cases in the past two
years is because now the disease is being reported
more than ever. The narrative of elimination in the
government has finally been thrown away.

However, despite global efforts to repeal
laws that discriminate against those
affected by leprosy, adults still face crippling social barriers and children are deprived of education or subject to bullying
and rejection due to the stigma associated
In 1991, India contained 75% of the world's leprosy
with the disease.
cases and leprosy treatment was handled by the
National Leprosy Elimination Programme, which
was a vertical program with its own staff, completely separated from other healthcare services. Soon
after India announced leprosy's ‘elimination’ status,
its official leprosy program merged with its National
Health Mission, which addresses various other,
more urgent, public health concerns like TB, malaria
and dengue. This meant that the formerly independent leprosy program now had to rely on NHM’s
shared resources to implement new initiatives.
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India’s 750 leprosy colonies house approximately
200 thousand people who live on the margins of
society because of misconceptions around the disease. Contrary to popular belief, leprosy is not a
deadly disease. In fact, it takes years of living in
close proximity to an untreated leprosy patient to
catch it, but deep fears and negative associations
continue to cause isolation among leprosy sufferers.

The Leprosy Colonies We Serve
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The Leprosy Colonies We Serve
1. SIMONPUR LEPROSY COLONY - This community relies on 9. SITARAMPUR LEPROSY COLONY - A population of 250
begging and daily wages to survive and is located 4km from with 80 families, there are 35 leprosy patients here and 20
town and has access to a community bathroom/well.
with deformities. The community has access to a Government bathroom for toilets. Daily labour/begging.
2. JAMUNABANDH LEPROSY COLONY - With a population
of 140 people in 48 families, the community here relies on 10. KANKARDANGA LEPROSY COLONY - 1100 people call
begging and rag-picking for their livelihood. There are 25
Kankardanga Leprosy Colony home with a total of 350 famileprosy patients and 5 patients with deformity.
lies. 150 leprosy patients live here and 50 have been afflicted with deformities from the disease. Livelihood comes
3. MOINIPUR (OR ADRA) LEPROSY COLONY - 213 families
from begging or daily labouring. Some houses here have a
make up a total population of 1095 people of which 300
proper bathroom, but many resort to open defecation.
are leprosy patients and 165 have leprosy deformity. The
primary sources of income here are begging, rag-picking,
11. SNEHPUR LEPROSY COLONY - 26 families make up a
animal husbandry and rickshaw pulling.
population of 127 people of which 20 are leprosy patients
and 8 have deformities. Beggars and daily wage earners
4. GOURIPUR LEPROSY COLONY - 350 families make up a
walk 4km to town for work. They rely on open defecation
population of 1100 people with 150 active leprosy patients
and a community tube well (with some corporation supply).
and 50 with deformity from leprosy. Primary source of livelihood is from begging or daily labouring.
12. KANKINARA LEPROSY COLONY - With just 16 families
making up a population of 82, there are 25 leprosy patients
5. PIARDOBA LEPROSY COLONY - 225 people from 50 famiand 8 with deformity. Livelihood is earned via begging, rag
lies live here and 60 suffer from leprosy with 12 having depicking or daily labouring.
formity. They rely on open defecation and most are beggars or daily labourers. The colony is 4km from town.
13. TITAGARH LEPROSY COLONY - Located very closely to
Udayan, this small colony has 270 people including 82 ac6. DURGAPUR LEPROSY COLONY - with 250 people and 85
tive leprosy patients and 28 with deformities from the disfamilies Durgapur Leprosy Colony is located 6km from the
ease. The Missionaries of Charity run a large Leprosy Hosmain township of Durgapur in a largely isolated and rural
pital here and many earn a livelihood there via daily laboursetting. With 40 leprosy patients and 15 with deformities,
ing, others resort to begging.
most rely on begging and daily wages to survive, walking or
using bicycle to make the long trip to town. There is a tube 14. NIMPURA LEPROSY COLONY - The community here
well for drinking water supply and whilst some houses have resort to begging and daily labour as forms of livelihood
a bathroom, many still defecate in the open.
and rely on a well and some corporation supply of water.
There is a community bathroom .
7. JAMURIA LEPROSY COLONY - 220 people live in Jamuria
out of 35 families. 25 leprosy patients live here and 12
15. TANTIGERIA LEPROSY COLONY - With 380 people from
have leprosy deformity. They rely on begging, daily labour- 80 families, there are 40 leprosy patients in Tantieria and
ing and rag picking to survive. Located 2km from town.
14 with leprosy deformity. Rickshaw Pullers, daily wage
earners and beggars, the community have access to a com8. RAHMATDANGA LEPROSY COLONY - located 4km outmunity bathroom, however many prefer open defecation.
side the main township, of the 150 population, 90 people
Located 2km from town they have a tube well.
are leprosy patients with 30 having deformity from the disease. Beggars & daily wage earners, they walk or cycle to
16. TATA (GANDHI ASHARAM) LEPROSY COLONY
town for work.
(JAMSHEDPUR, JHARKAND)- 1450 people from 300 families live here and 380 people are leprosy patients with 155
affected with deformity. The community relies on begging,
daily labouring, rag picking and some have private jobs.
Water is supplied by Tisco and there is a tube well also.
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The Nursing Brigade
When you walk through the small lanes of Lachipur
Leprosy Colony, a leprosy colony in the heart of
Sitarampur, all the houses look the same. Simple
concrete structures with tin roofs, some with a
whitewash in place, but most looking raw, simple,
functional.

Arpita Mahato who hails from Simonpur in Purulia
grew up in a family where the monthly income was
just Rs800, or Rs9600 per year – her father Arun
was a daily labourer and day in and day out, did
backbreaking work to put rice on the plates of his
family.

Turn a corner and you come across a bright pink,
freshly painted, ‘pukka’ house’ which sports all the
trimmings – a mat at the door, chairs on a small
verandah out the front, curtains in the windows.

Arpita completed her GNM course in 2019 from
the prestigious Apollo Nursing Training Institute in
Chhattisgarh and landed her first job at Kothari
Medical Centre in Kolkata. Earning a monthly salary of Rs.18,000, she is now the primary breadwinner in her family and the pride of her community.

This is the house of Lalitha Singh, an Udayan girl
who obtained her GNM Nursing Degree in 2012
under the Steve Waugh Foundation Scholarship,
and whose monthly income of Rs21,000 is helping
lift her family out of poverty.

In fact, Lalitha is just one of a brigade of girls who
have pursued nursing on graduation from Udayan.
Having grown up surrounded by leprosy, and being
witness to its devastating impact, these girls have a
passion to serve the sick and give back – after all,
their parents have been tended to by many a nurse
during the course of their leprosy journey.

Since 2012, over 20 Udayan girls have obtained degrees, or are pursuing their
studies in Nursing, and the results are
having a ripple effect. People in the colonies have a different view of the girl
child. In a country where girls are often
viewed as a ‘financial burden’, entire
communities can now see the very tangible results of what girls can achieve, if
given an opportunity. Families are being
uplifted – better nutrition in the house,
better standards of living, better education opportunities for siblings.
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Udayan’s brigade of nurses are now
working hard and earning, with many
obtaining lucrative, secure Government
jobs in hospitals nearby their communities. Kiran Shaw earns 27,000Rs at
Falakata Super Specialty Hospital in
Alipurduar; Tumpa Mahato supports her
family with Rs22,000 per month at
Durgapur Health World and Daiboti Kale
takes home Rs20,000 per month at Tata
Bramhananda Hospital in Jamshedpur.
And these girls are now role models for other girls
at Udayan and in their communities – inspiring
them to work hard, have dreams and go out and
get them.
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Doorway to a ‘New Life’
Radhika Sardar is all smiles. She has just been selected to start a ‘new life’ at Udayan and will, for
the first time ever, get the opportunity to attend
school.

Some parents turn up with ‘forged’ or ‘doctored’
paperwork which only the keen eye can detect in
the hope to get their children into the home and
school. Director Dipak Sahu has sharp eye for
catching ‘glitches’ in paperwork or stories that just
don’t add up. But the majority of people who turn
out, have genuine cases for consideration.

At 7 years of age, Radhika should ideally be in the
2nd Grade, but with both parents uneducated
themselves, a lack of awareness saw her parents
keep her at home where her extra set of hands
were put to good work, in and around the house.

Radhika’s father is a ragpicker who
covers over 10km every day on his
route to collect plastic and other recyclables he can sell in the marketplace.
Earning just 3500Rs per month, he
struggles to feed his children three
square meals, let alone have money
to spare for education.
Radhika is just one of 40 new children selected to
enter Udayan, who are identified thanks to a rigorous process. Just once a year, the Udayan team hit
the road and visit Leprosy Colonies across West
Bengal to select children to intake for the new
school year. This one day acts as a doorway for
children from leprosy affected backgrounds, and
an opportunity for a ‘new life’ at Udayan.

Competition for placement at Udayan is tough.
With room for just 40 new children, parents line
up well in advance to present their children and
background information to our team of experts for
scrutiny. For we take only the poorest of the poor,
and the first criteria is that families are verified as
being affected by Leprosy.
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Nitu Nayak is one such struggling parent. A mother of 4 children, Nitu suffers from leprosy which
has left her disabled in the hand. Her husband was
an alcoholic and after years of abuse, ran away
with another woman – divorcing her in the process
and leaving her alone, with no source of income,
to support her four kids.

Nitu turned up to the Udayan selection process in
Purulia and stood nervously as Udayan staff interviewed her daughter Tanushree. Tanushree lives
with her grandmother, along with her mum and
younger brother. Her sister Anupama also studies
at Udayan, however her sister Dipika is placed and
studying at the nearby Adra Leprosy Home.

For the children, its an overwhelming
process. Whilst there is excitement at
the prospect of Udayan and a new opportunity, there is also fear on their
faces as they prepare to leave the only home they know. It's a small price
to pay and the young children soon
adjust – making new friends, visiting
their families on holidays and getting
the chance to ‘enjoy childhood’ at
Udayan. Surely something for both
parents and children to smile about.
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My Plan, My Future
The future is looking bright for 13 year old Rabi
Naskar. A good, diligent student, who has a polite
and friendly nature, Rabi struggles with frequent
mood swings, a difficulty in memorising things, and
a tendency to get involved in quarrels with his
batch mates.

The domain areas of the Child Development Plan
are divided into two sections: the first covering
child development and rights, physical cognitive,
emotional, social and moral development and
building resilience and participation. Whilst the
second section focuses on quality in settlement,
education, career and competencies.

But with a new Child Development Plan in place to
support his strength areas, and address these areas 13year old Rakesh Rajwar is another child whose
of concern, he is now on the right path in life.
CDP is helping guide him through various obstacles
in life. Rakesh is a very obedient child who is a perfectionist in everything he does. With an outstandThe Child Development Plan is a new
ing memory and friendly nature, he is doing well at
initiative at Udayan, designed to
school. However House Brothers observed that he
understand each and every child – their has a tendency for telling lies and there is a need to
hopes, their dreams, their assets and
undertake resilience building exercises to underliabilities – and develop a simple,
stand where this un-supportive trait is coming
from.
6monthly action plan, to support their

growth and development. Today, every
child at Udayan has their very own Child
Development Plan to help them to reach
their full potential in life.
In developing Rabi’s CDP, the team at Udayan uncovered a particular passion and gift for arts and
crafts. This is something he is good at and loves.
And so the House Brother who directly cares for
him, is mapping out a plan of activity to get him
more involved in this pursuit. This passion also
holds key insights for his potential future career
paths.

His CDP focuses on his involvement in sport, which
is something he loves, increased purposeful interactions by House Brothers for increasing self study
and integration of meditation and resilience building exercises on a weekly basis.

It is exactly this kind of attention to detail
needed to guide these vulnerable children
as they grow - physically, mentally and
emotionally - into mature adolescents
and adults.

To tackle his behavioural issues and aggressive nature, a plan has been put in place to integrate daily
meditation into his schedule and for House Brothers to conduct a resilience building exercise with
him once a week, to find out the source of this aggression. Resilience building exercises include activities such as getting him to draw a picture of himself and then list on one side, what he likes about
himself, and on the other side, what he doesn’t like
about himself. It is in activities such as this that
Udayan staff can gain insights into the root causes
of his internal frustrations, and chart a course of
action.
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Chairperson’s Letter
But equally stark, is the houses and lives of the children who missed out. Who, for no reason or another, missed their chance to enroll at Udayan.
Leprosy remains rife, daily wages prevail and the
vicious cycle continues as they turn up to present
their children to Udayan Staff – to see if their fates
will be different.
Of course, a visit to the colonies highlights some
who have ‘fallen through the cracks’ and despite
the opportunity given to them, have not managed
to rise above the colony, to rise above menial, informal daily labor work. And as a result, they remain in the colonies in which they grew up, and
ultimately turn up during ‘child selection’ with their
children, hoping to send them to Udayan.

We vow to work harder to fight for our
children. To ensure that no child falls
through the cracks. To see every child
graduate, go on to learn skills and secure
In order to truly understand the work we do at
meaningful dignified livelihoods that set
Udayan, one has to simply take a visit to the leprosy colonies that we serve, and have served for the them and their families up for a bright
future, free from Leprosy. We vow to see
past 49 years.
every child ‘rise above leprosy’
In some of these colonies there is an overwhelming
feeling of ‘desperation.’ Of life’s struggle. It is little
wonder then, that on the day that Udayan staff
turn up to select children to intake at Udayan, families huddle and wait to present their children in the
hope that they will be accepted, taken away from
these colonies, from the threat and stigma of the
disease, and to a place where ‘joy’ is the overwhelming feeling that pervades.

Here you will meet many Udayan
ex-students who have ‘risen above
leprosy’ and whose ‘pukka’ houses stand
as tributes to the success that they have
achieved post life at Udayan. It is clearly
visible to see how the fate of one child,
selected to go to Udayan, can so radically
change the trajectory of, not only their
life, but the lives of their families as well.
15

We are working diligently on strengthening our
programs at every angle, and professionalizing the
organisation to support its ongoing sustainability.
Now is the time for a new beginning, a new approach to the work we do—to build upon the
strong foundations established over the last
50years, and create a robust, best practice NGO
that is recognised and revered as a leader in the
sector.

We thank you for your help and commitment to
this mission and look forward to your continued
support as we continue our journey – to transform
the lives of children affected by Leprosy.

EMILY R MENON
Chairperson, Udayan
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A Tribute to ‘Father’
James Stevens wanted to help children from a section of the child population that was marginalised
and forgotten. After a discussion with Mother Teresa, he decided to rehabilitate the children of leprosy patients. On the 25th of March 1970 ‘Udayan’
started in a bungalow in Barrackpore with 11 children taken from the leprosy colonies of Calcutta.
‘Udayangram’ has come a long way from when it
started. We now have our own residential complex
where the children are educated from KG up to
Higher Secondary School, many of the young people go on to do further studies or undergo vocational training of their preference. In the nearly half
a century of existence, thousands of boys and girls
have been rehabilitated and are now contributing
members of society. What an achievement!
I feel blessed to have had the opportunity to closely
observe and work with Father Stevens for more
than a quarter of a century. He was in more ways
than one, a mentor to me. He was a father figure
and addressed me as ‘Son.’ I was in awe of him.
This is the first occasion when the founder of Udayan isn’t present at the AGM. I remember mentioning in the last AGM that the names of the founding
members of Udayan be allowed to remain there in
the memorandum, so that future members are
aware of their contributions—little did I know that
James Stevens would leave us so abruptly.
Words fail me. How do you sum up the life of a
truly great human being? A man who settled here
in Kolkata, facing so much hardship, to serve the
poorest of the poor.
He breathed his last on Easter Sunday the 21st of
April, 50 years after he had left England and made
Kolkata his home. His was an eventful life, James
Stevens arrived in India on July 6th 1968 to work
with ‘Brothers to India’ on a school feeding programme in slum schools in what was then Calcutta.
He was responsible for the arrangement to feed
almost 10,000 children on school days.
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He was the person who introduced me to
a life of simplicity and humbleness. A man
of few material possessions. I have never
come across a more dedicated man. Udayan was his passion, and he, almost single
-handedly, ran it for nearly half a century
- with support of friends like Dominique
Lapierre, City of Joy Aid UK, Steve Waugh
Foundation, Shamlu Dudeja and so many
others.
The pitiable state of the children of leprosy patients
on the streets moved him, and at Udayan he was
able to provide a true home away from home for
the underprivileged children who would have died,
or suffered a difficult life, without Udayan support.
The world has changed; the task of the Governing
Body has become more difficult. The Government
regulations, changing political and economic sce-
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nario combined with greater cynicism about charities in India, make it difficult. And the transition
from founder to his or her successor is never easy.
Today there is a need to manage the transition
from an amateur set up to a professional outfit,
which is often difficult.

After many years of extraordinary dedication to children affected by leprosy, James
Stevens has left us, we need to continue
with his legacy. The children’s place at
Udayan ensures that they not only do not
contract leprosy, but are also able to gain
the life-giving opportunity of education,
which leads to a fruitful and fulfilling life.
The Governing Body has to be consistent
in its focus on the people whose needs
the founder of Udayan first set out to
meet.
I used to listen to him talk about the future of Udayan while on our way back from Udayan to the Oxford Mission in the south of the city. The journey
would invariably take two and half hours each way,
“It would be a pity if all the hard work comes to
nought” he would say. “We must get a second tier
of leadership ready, the work must continue.” That
was his main concern. And today we have achieved
that.

Father was in the intensive care unit for some time,
I was there with my wife and Mrs. Stevens when he
was admitted to the hospital around midnight, he
actually winked at me and said he felt special at all
the attention that he was getting. I made the trip to
the hospital to see him as often as I thought I could,
but not as often as I thought I should have. I regret
that I was not by his side when he passed away. His
sense of humour, the way he smiled or chuckled
when we discussed Brexit, that look of recognition
and welcome when we met - I will miss him!
In his life, in his own way, he had a desire to give
back - but that giving back came at a great cost to
him personally. He could have easily led a life of
comfort in the UK, but he chose to live in often trying and difficult circumstances, here in India.
Through his sense of justice for all in the society
and through his daily acts of kindness he served this
country, which he considered his own. The highlight
of his life he confided in me was his getting the
Overseas Citizenship of India. ”My cup is full, son.”
He said.

Indeed, his kindness and his gentle spirit stood out
when he interacted with the children of Udayan.
But of course, he had his days. And nobody could
be any grumpier on a given day. He could also be
just as demanding, sometimes unfairly so and he
was always at the center of things - as he was for
the final time when we buried his ashes. As the
bearer of the casket, I was honored along with Mrs.
Stevens, Amrita Isaac, Dipak Sahu, the staff and
I have seen from close quarters how he struggled to students, to place his ashes in the final resting place
run the day to day work of Udayan, maintaining
in the small garden beside Udayan Vidyalaya.
correspondence, raising funds, managing the administrative work, organising meetings with practically no one to assist him. He did all these without With prayers, trembling hands placed on the casket, dripping with sweat, humidity, a passing showcomplaint.
er and the tears of farewell, I put him to rest and
bid a final goodbye to the man who had added so
He was a good singer and would often break into an much meaning to my life – and the lives of so many
impromptu rendition of ‘Old man river’ often star- children, staff, friends, supporters and family at
tling me and the driver. He loved the city and the
Udayan.
people, also the grand buildings which were being
slowly replaced with functional box like apartment
buildings. He lamented the fact that the number of May he rest in peace …
British residents had gone down in the city. “I am
probably the only one left,” he would say.
BIVASH SANIEL
Member - Udayan
I have a feeling that he probably knew that he
wouldn’t be there to celebrate Udayan’s 50th Anniversary. “I don’t know if I would be there, I shouldn’t be greedy son, I have had my three score years
and ten, each new day is a blessing for me.”
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Director’s Report
Programmes
Our primary focus this year has been the strengthening of our Health & Wellbeing Programme, along
with laying the foundation for a strong Employability Programme. This has involved putting in place
many processes and procedures and formalising
various aspects of the programme.
With limited administrative resources at Udayan,
the undertaking to capture the Child Development
Plan of all of our children at Udayan was an enormous task, driven primarily by Adrija Mitra, with
support from House Brothers and Mothers. These
plans underpin everything we do at Udayan and
have been the ‘missing link’ for a more strategic
approach to ensuring every child reaches their full
potential in life.
The last 12months have seen us move forward with
great strides at Udayan, as we work towards the
professionalisation of the organisation, and strive
towards greater stability - which will support us as
we move forward into the future.
With the help of sponsors, donors and community
partners, we have been able to provide individualized care, holistic development, education and
healthcare to 250+ children whose parents are
affected with leprosy, and who have entrusted
them in our care.

Going forward our focus will be on strengthening
our Education Programme and building upon all we
have created in our Employability Programme—
with a focus on ensuring outcomes: meaningful
settlement and livelihoods for every child at Udayan.

Marketing & Communications

This year we appointed our first ever Communications Manager and significant efforts were made to
take all communications efforts at Udayan to an all
new level. With the wonderful pro-bono support
In Udayan love blossoms and children live, laugh
from Rickshaw, an advertising agency in Mumbai,
and grow up in a secure environment under the
we re-branded and reverted back to our original
care and protection of Mothers, Brothers and the
‘rising sun’ logo – giving it a more modern and up
broader Udayan family. We bring up children from to date look and feel. Letterhead and business
diverse backgrounds, providing an environment
cards were also created as first steps of the develwhere children can live out their childhood – play- opment of a new corporate identity. We also starting, learning, growing - and exploring opportunities ed developing a tailored Child Sponsorship Broto nurture their talent and potential.
chure to support the efforts to get all our children
sponsored at Udayan. The brochure will have 3
But of course our ultimate aim at Udayan is to en- versions catering to different markets – India, UK,
sure settlement in the lives of our children and our Australia.
primary goal is to see them bid Udayan farewell,
and move forward into a dignified livelihood. It is
In our efforts to generate broader international
our responsibility to ensure these children are nur- support, we have been actively promoting Voluntured and taken care of, till they are settled in their teers and to support this initiative, have begun delives through one employable skill based on their
veloping a Volunteer Manual and Policy to ensure
Child Development Plan.
our volunteers have a great learning experience at

Working in this vein, we have had many successes
and made positive progress in the following areas:
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Udayan.

Our social media plan has also been rolled out,
with our Facebook Page featuring high quality,
consistent, regular content and the launch of our
Youtube Channel to showcase our activities and
initiatives on a regular basis. We have also relaunched our digital newsletter ‘Dawn’, which is
now reaching our donors & friends every quarter.

in the lives of our children. Lastly, we have made
significant efforts to strengthen our donor relations
and reporting, along with overall grant management processes.

Udayan was privileged to welcome many donors
and supporters throughout the year: Ms Caroline
Weldon, Ms Kathryn Spink, Mr John Coo and Mr
Chris Mann from City of Joy UK; Ms Hazel Nash; Mr
Human Resources & Operations
Liam Lynch and his team from St Joan of Arc
Our staff are the backbone of our organisation and
School, UK; Mr Rod Hilton, Deputy High Commisto better support them in their work, we have de- sioner of Australia, and Ms Hilary McGeachy, First
fined the roles and responsibilities of each staff
secretary, Australian High Commission, New Delhi;
member in a comprehensive manner, and institutMr Sajeeb Keot, Area Sales Manager and Mr Ajoy
ed 6monthly Staff Reviews to provide feedback and Kumar Saha, Divisional Manager of SBI Life Insursupport where required. During the year we have ance; Mrs Shamlu Dudeja from Calcutta Foundadeveloped many robust policies to support our
tion; Ms Sujata Pratap of The Linde Group, Mr
work and meet the criteria of the government in
Jayanto Sinha, Vice President and Mr Abhisek Morunning a children’s institution. We have develhanty, Sr. Regional Manager from Mukul Madhav
oped a new Child Protection Policy, Procurement
Foundation; and Mr Anshuman Bandhopadhyay
Policy, Anti-Corruption Policy, Code of Conduct,
and Mr Braja Gopal Kundu from Rotary InternaAuthority Norms, Sexual Harassment Policy, and
tional. Its always a pleasure to see you.
Human Resource Manual.

Auditors Report

Governance
Udayan is governed via a Governing Body which
meets regularly to discuss various matters pertaining to the overall strategy, fiscal oversight and
management of Udayan. The GB met a total of 5
times in the 2018/19 financial year. I’d like to express my gratitude to the members of the Governing Body for their guidance and oversight which
have helped Udayan move forward at a crucial,
transitional time. We were successful in obtaining
registration under Section 41(3) of the Juvenile
Justice Act—a crucial step towards a more professional and compliant organisation for the future.
Additionally we upgraded our MOA and it is currently in process for being registered.

Donors & Supporters

The Auditors’ Report together with notes is selfexplanatory and does not require any further clarification. The Audit was conducted by Mr Mohit
Wadia & Co, Chartered Accountants, who were
appointed as Statutory Auditors of Udayan. Internal Auditors of Udayan are Mr S Bhar & Co., Chartered Accountants.
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On behalf of the board and staff at Udayan, I’d like
to thank our donors, sponsors, corporate supporters, foundations, Government and nongovernment bodies, Governing Body members,
staff, community members and our vendors, who
all contribute to the achievements of Udayan.
Without your support, it would be impossible for
us to achieve our mission. By working together we
can achieve our goals, and help our children rise
above and beyond leprosy.

Over the last 49 years, we have been able to build
strong partnerships with local, national and international stakeholders, sponsors, donors, government bodies, corporates and foundations. Each
one of our partners has contributed in a significant DIPAK SAHU
manner in our journey.
Director, Udayan
This year too, we made significant efforts to diversify our funding base and have been able to collaborate with foundations and corporates like SBI Life
Insurance, Tata Trusts, Mukul Madhav Foundation,
Constantia, and international donors like City of Joy
AID UK, Steve Waugh Foundation and Debbie &
Paul Bedford who have helped us make an impact
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Health & Wellness Programme
Early childhood settings play an important
role in promoting health and a feeling of
wellbeing for children. There are multiple
dimensions to consider in relation to the
health and wellbeing of children. There are
six areas of health: physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, environmental and social.
These six areas are overlapping and interrelated, but together provide a useful
framework for thinking about children’s
growth and development as healthy, wellrounded individuals.
Udayan is a home away from home for the children
of leprosy affected families. Our primary aim is to
provide a safe, secure and conducive environment
which helps them to grow as healthy, well children
and go on to become healthy, well, contributing
members of the society.

and snacks at the interval of 4 hours. The nutrition
chart for the children is prepared by considering
carbohydrate, protein, vitamins, fats and minerals
based on the government nutrition chart. Seasonal
vegetables, fruits, egg, fish and chicken are also regularly provided to the children. A special diet plan is
followed for new intakes and sick children as per the
doctor’s instruction.
To ensure the children are physically fit and well, a
doctor visits Udayan once in a week. A medical file of
each child is updated and maintained by our Paramedical staff. Udayan gets support from The Leprosy
Mission for the treatment of leprosy infected children. Biannually we do de-worming for all the children and host regular dental, eye, skin and general
health check-up camps.

Cleanliness, health and hygiene is strictly maintained
in Udayan. Hand wash before and after taking food
is strictly followed by the children under supervision
of House brothers and mothers. Udayan provides
Firstly, we provide homecare and supervision, in the toiletries and sanitary items to every child on a
absence of parents, to our children. There are five
weekly basis. Girls are sensitized on menstrual hycottages for boys and one three storied building for giene and House Mothers provide sanitary napkins
girls in a separate premises. We have four House
to them whenever required.
Brothers for the older boys, two House Mothers for
the younger boys and four House Mothers for the
Of equal importance is the mental and emotional
girls and two superintendents, all who reside inside wellbeing of our children. We have developed a new
the premises. Their role is to care for the children
counselling program and integrated both meditation
and guide them through childhood. Udayan adheres and yoga as integral parts of daily life for our chilto a strict child protection policy which ensures ho- dren—helping them cope with the ups and downs of
listic development of the child in child friendly envi- life. We also focus on building resilience through a
ronment.
structured program.
Health is of utmost importance at Udayan and nutri- We also try to imbibe core values, morals and ethics
tion plays a critical role. We provide 3 hot and nutri- into our children and going forward this will become
tious meals to the children every day to ensure their a more structured part of this program.
optimum physical development. Children take meals
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Programme Highlights


Home Management Committee - Two Home
Management Committees were established
(one for boys and one for girls) are functional
in accordance with Government Regulations,
consisting of two Government Officials, Director, Assistant Director, Superintendent, Paramedical Staff, Doctor, House Brothers and
House Mothers. The committees meet once in
every month to discuss the overall development of the Home and child specific issues,
along with future action plans.



Children’s Club - A new initiative has been taken up toward the holistic development of our
children. Four clubs have been formed, namely, Discipline, Sports, Culture and Child Protection. The Discipline club looks after the health
and hygiene of the children. They help maintain discipline at the cottages as well as in Udayan grounds. The Sports and Culture club
members ensure that all children participate in
sports or a cultural activity and play or practice
every day. They organise the various cultural

activities at Udayan. They also ensure that the
children practice their dance and music routines on a regular basis.







Child Protection Policy: We have put in place a
robust child protection policy and trained both 
staff and children on the same. Any child with
the support of the Child Protection Club members, informs the First Information Person (FIP)
in case of any violation of child rights. The FIP
investigates the matter and reports to the
Child Protection Committee at Udayan.
Child Development Plan (CDP) – Child Development Plan is a new initiative launched in
2018 to develop individual plans for each child. 
There are two sections in CDP. Section 1 focuses on child development and child rights; physical, cognitive, emotional, social and moral
development; and building resilience, provision / protection / participation rights. Section
2 focuses on quality settlement and education;
career and competencies. The CDP is prepared
on the basis of one to one interaction with the
children. An action plan is made based on the
strength and concern areas of the child and
Udayan staff ensure the plan is implemented.
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Resilience Building - Udayan Director facilitated a variety of workshops to train staff on activities for Resilience Building. Through various
sessions, role plays, exercises and activities,
staff now have the tools to help children learn
how to overcome different emotional situations. When we are in a difficult situation, our
thoughts and feelings get disconnected and we
feel that all things are going south, it becomes
exceedingly difficult to regain our balance and
control over our five senses and emotional well
-being. Resilience building helps us to cope and
adapt with such situations. Our children have
been through various painful experiences or
have a traumatised past, they also struggle to
cope with it. Resilience building exercises support them to regain their self confidence and in
turn develop strategies to become resilient
and strong. They learn about themselves, their
strength and concern and realise how to manage with the situation.
Training & Development - The Director and
Assistant Director have attended a one day
workshop on adoption and sponsorship program under ICPS organised by District Child
Protection Unit of North 24 Parganas.
Fred Kahl Health Facilities – The medical facilities at Udayan were upgraded during the year
with the launch of the new, child friendly, Fred
Kahl Health Centre facilities for the sick children of Udayan. The Fred Kahl Health Centre
for boys and girls was conceptualised and renovation work started during the year 2018.
Boy’s sick bay has 8 beds with doctor and
nurse chamber. Girl’s sick bay has 6 beds.
Saadhak Program for Girls—To assess psycho
social behavioural change among the adolescent girls, Saadhak Programme was initiated by
Udayan with the support of an external resource person. The programme has helped
grown up girls to express themselves, their
thoughts, feelings, anxieties and other issues,
via workshops and weekly counselling calls.
This also supported them to overcome anger
and behavioural issues.



Upgrade of Girls Facilities – With the support of 
Steve Waugh Foundation various renovation
works of Nivedita Bhawan (girl’s facility) have
been completed during the year. We have done
the renovation of roof, assembly area, plinth
protection, inside and outside wall painting and
extensive plumbing works. Beside these we have
put in place window netting to protect against
mosquitos, and glass fitting on the windows. A
proper place and shade for drying clothes was

developed including installation of a new industrial washing machine. Now Nivedita Bhavan is
more child friendly place for our children.



Improved Bedding for Children – Thanks to support from the Australian Department of Foreign
Affairs under their Direct Aid Program, Udayan
was able to upgrade the sleeping facilities for its
children by providing new bunks for Charinda
Children, along with new mattresses, sheets,
pillows and mosquito netting for all - in particular
the boys, whose bedding had fallen into significant disrepair.



Nutrition Improved at Udayan: This year we
have placed significant focus on improving the
nutrition at Udayan for our growing children.
Udayan provides children with 3 hot, home
cooked, nutritious meals and evening snacks per 
day (based on government guidelines), carefully
planning the nutritious value and ingredients on
a weekly basis to ensure that children receive
the vitamins, proteins and sustenance necessary
for their optimum growth and learning. Children
receive banana, mixed pulses and egg every day,
veg and non-veg foods like brinjal, ladies finger,
carrot, cabbage, beat, beans, cauliflower, drum
sticks, bitter gourd, gourds, pumpkins, different 
types of spinach and seasonal vegetables along
with rice, fish, chicken and evening snacks.



Dental Camp / Medical Camps: A dental camp
was organised for the children of Udayan on 1st
July 2018 with the support of Dr Sukhdeb Mondal, Dr N. Ahmed Dental College Hospital: Government of West Bengal. An awareness programme on health and hygiene was organised in
Udayan in collaboration with ‘The Leprosy Mission Trust India’ in the months of April and July
2018. With the support of Lions Club Kakinara,
Udayan organised an eye camp in the month of
July 2018.
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Rally on World Leprosy Day: A great deal of
stigma still exists in the society around leprosy.
To create a sense of non-discrimination and empathy to the common people of the society, children and staff members of Udayan participated
in a rally in collaboration with The Leprosy Mission, Kolkata on 30th January 2019 on the occasion of World Leprosy Day.
Government Officials Visit Udayan: In an effort
to highlight the work of Udayan to relevant government departments and build rapport, Udayan
invited a number of Government Officials to visit
throughout the year. During the period Mr
Ashokendu Sengupta, Ex Chairperson West Bengal Child Rights and Child Protection; Mr Dilip
Ghosh, (IAS) Mission Director of NRHM, Panchayat and Rural Development; Dr Aniruddha Kar, Ex
Director of Health Services - West Bengal; Mr
Supriyo Sarkar, Deputy Director of Child Rights
and Child Trafficking; Ms Supriya Khatun BWO of
Barrackpore –II; Mr Alauddin Sardar, POCSO; Dr
Juhi Das - Medical Officer Ms Urbi Roy - Counsellor of Barrackpore Sub Division; and Tapas Kr
Ghosh, SI Titagarh Police Station have visited
Udayan, appreciated the work and blessed our
children.
Tata Trusts Support House Brothers - Udayan
received its first ever support from the Tata
Trusts, which contributed funds towards the
provision of homecare and supervision of our
boys thanks to our House Brothers. House
Brothers and Mothers play a critical, multidimensional role and these residential staff are
applauded for all they do for our children.
Vipassana Meditation Workshop – Children of
Udayan underwent a 1 day meditation workshop
thanks to volunteers from Dhamma Ganga Vipassana Meditation Centre (organised by Ms Kakoli
Bhattacharya). The workshop was organised for
children from Class V to class XI with the children
learning a simple, focused breathing technique
which helps to settle their minds and provide
stability and support for them throughout their
day. 15minutes of meditation has been introduced to the daily morning prayer time for children.
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Education Programme
Despite global efforts to repeal laws that
discriminate against those affected by leprosy, adults still face crippling social barriers
and children are deprived of education or
subject to bullying and rejection due to stigma associated with the disease.
Education provides the foundation from which
our children can build strong futures and at Udayan we encourage our children to study hard, enjoy learning and foster aspirations in life.
Udayan Vidyalaya is located within the Udayan
premises. It is a primary school for the younger
children and first school goers of Udayan. There
are 6 teachers teaching classes KG to class IV.
Udayan Vidyalaya starts at 10 am with Morning
Prayer and ends at 3 pm. The school teachers ensure multi grade teaching methodology and joyful
learning to the children. A special focus is provided to the slow learners through remedial classes.

The Udayan tuition support system helps children
to understand their lessons better and prepare for
their examinations. The subject specific tutors
take care of children and help them overcome key
challenges they face in study.
To strengthen foundational literacies among children, Udayan runs a Digital Literacy program and
in 2018 71 students successfully completed a
basic computer course with the support of Linde
Group. 42 boys and 29 girls of Class VIII – X, those
of who have finished their basic computer course
will continue Advanced Training in 2019.
Children get help from the library for their self
study. The reference books and story books help
them to get information about the world. Udayan
aims to strengthen the literacy program going
forward to achieve stronger outcomes for our
children.

Going forward, Udayan aims to develop robust
courses to strengthen other Foundational literaOlder children get admission in nearby Governcies to support children in life, including Financial,
ment schools (Sewli Boys’ and Girls’ School, Tela- Civic and Cultural Literacy programmes along with
nipara High School, Wesley School) at class V.
conversational English which supports improved
Children follow Bengali and Hindi medium curricu- employability outcomes for children in India.
lum as per their choice. Udayan supports them
with school fees, school uniforms, school bags,
books and stationary items.

 Literacy
 Numeracy

 Digital Literacy
 Science Literacy
 Financial Literacy
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 Civic/Cultural
Literacy
 English Speaking
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Programme Highlights










SBI Life Insurance Education Support – SBI Life
Insurance has been supporting the Udayan
Education program since April 2017 and re
newed its support in April 2019 for another
12months. SBI Life Insurance is providing support to 270 children for their nutrition, education and extra- curricular activities. This includes the provision of school uniforms and
supplies, teaching resources, digital literacy,
counselling services and sports, art, music and
yoga. We extend sincere gratitude to the company for their ongoing support of our work.
Remedial Classes for Weak Children - To improve the academic standard of weak children
remedial classes have been started in Udayan
Vidyalaya. This supports the children to overcome from weak subjects and also build selfconfidence and interest towards the academics. There is a particular focus on remedial
classes for ‘new intake’ children to understand
their level of education and knowledge, and
bridge any gaps so that they can transition into
their relevant grade going forward.


Joyful Learning - Teachers of Udayan Vidyalaya
are teaching the children through different
activities in a playful way - embracing joyful
learning - based on their syllabus, in place of
the rote learning classroom teaching method.
To make learning joyful and interesting, teachers use different methods like clay modelling
for understanding of different objects, collage
making, use of various information education
and communication materials as per the subject, use of globe, pictorial flash card presentation, practical demonstration on germination of
seeds, and natural objects among other things. 
Self-Study Hours – A concrete routine based
on syllabus has been developed for all the children for their self-study. House brothers and
House Mothers daily supervise the self–study
hours and also check their progress in studies
based on the syllabus.

Exam Results – 12 children passed class Xth
Board Examination during the year. Out of
them 10 children passed with second division
marks. 3 children passed in class XIth Board
Examination, 2 children passed with second
33

division. Congratulations to all children—you
have done Udayan proud!
Computer Classes – With the support of a
professional computer teacher, funded by SBI
Life Insurance with guidance and support from
The Linde Group, we started basic computer
course classes in Udayan premises for all the
children of Udayan. This course supports children to know the basic in operation of Microsoft Word, Excel, Power point, Internet and
other programs such as Paint. With the use of
internet children are able to complete school
project works and enhance their knowledge in
different fields like environment, geography,
history. Additionally, the use of computers
makes learning ‘fun’ and Udayan plans to integrate more digital classes in the future. In
2018, 71 students successfully completed a
basic computer course. 42 boys and 29 girls of
Class VIII – X, those of who have finished their
basic computer course will continue Advanced
Training in 2019.
Liaison with Government Schools - Udayan
team are in regular touch with the school principals and subject teachers of Government
Schools to know the progress of Udayan children in academics and extracurricular activities. The feedback from the school principal
and teachers support the Udayan team to enhance the competencies of the children. From
time to time school principals and teachers visit
Udayan, to provide mutual support and understanding and to build strong relationship between Udayan and Government schools.
Excursion of Children - With support from SBI
Life Insurance, Udayan children were able to go
on a number of educational excursions to enhance their knowledge of the outer world. This
year our children visited:







Birla Technological Museum,
Victoria Memorial,
Alipur Zoo,
Indian Museum,
Mayapur, Eco Park,
Nicco Park and Science City.
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Employability Programme
Often, the social stigma attached to leprosy creates barriers for young boys
and girls affected by the disease in realising their potential in life. Lack of opportunities for education, skills and employment exacerbate social exclusion
and push them deeper into poverty.

software and hardware, textile design, commercial art, event management, beautician course
are just some of the pursuits that our children
follow.

Udayan Scholarship support is provided to the
children who have completed their class X (Boys)
and Class XII (Girls). To ensure bright futures, a
Career Development Plan of each child is prepared when child attains Class VIII, and Udayan
Udayan ensures job-specific, technical training to our students to enable them to staff work with the child to help them realise
realise their dream to live with dignity, and to lift their career dream.
their families out of poverty. Udayan supports
Many children continued their higher study and
children to develop their skills and hand holds
successfully completed Professional Education
each child to ensure they are placed in a relecourses such as B.A, B.Sc, B .Com and Master
vant course to develop vocational/technical skills
degree. Quite a number of Udayan youngsters
for increasing their employability, with a focus
have gone on to government schools as school
on giving them dignified lives.
teacher after completing B. Ed, many of the
girls have been recruited as GNM nurses in GovIt starts by building aspirations and providing
ernment Hospitals and few have become succareer counselling sessions. Udayan organises
career counselling sessions and individual inter- cessful in hotel and hospitality industries. Udaaction with children above Class VIII to set career yan provides handholding support to ensure
good quality placement of our children.
goals. Based on the child specific career goal,
Udayan supports them to get admission in pioneer institutes.

Going forward, Udayan aims to ensure a minimum salary for every Udayan graduate, of
Rs8000, to ensure that no child falls through the
Vocational training and professional training
such as automobile engineering, electronics and cracks and each is placed in a dignified livelielectrical mechanics, GNM, BSC nursing training, hood.
BSC computers, hotel management, computer
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Programme Highlights


Building Career Aspirations: Udayan team
acts as a mentor for each child. We provide
continuous encouragement to our children to
develop career aspirations— essential to
break the cycle of poverty that leprosy affected children find themselves in. The emotional
and educational support by the Udayan team
and Training & Placement Officer is being provided on continuous basis in this regard, and
sessions are organised on the same.



Training & Placement Officer Appointed –
Udayan’s aim is quality settlement of children
through one employable skill either through
certified professional or vocational courses. To
fulfil the aim for quality settlement of children

Udayan appointed a Training and Placement
Officer to facilitate this programme. With
funding support from Steve Waugh Foundation, Adrija Mitra has been working hard to
analyse the competencies of each child at
Udayan, with particular focus on girls, through
a Career Development Plan. The CDP helps
analyse the strength, concern, like and dislikes
of child based on identified career goals that
are set for each child. The Training and Placement Officer also helped identify standard
institutions for the admission of Udayan Children in higher courses and negotiated discounted rates based on the disadvantaged
background of the children.





Nursing & Midwifery training in the year 2017
and 2018. Out of these 9 girls, 4 girls have got
employment in Rotary Club Eye Hospital, Purulia, West Bengal and one girl in Kothari Medical Centre, Kolkata, West Bengal with an average salary of Rs 15,000/- per month. Rest 4
girls have got chance to work as nurses in the
Government Hospitals of West Bengal with an
average salary of Rs 25,000/- per month.

Liaison with Institutes: During the period we
liaised with different institutes like Apollo
Nursing Institute for General Nursing Midwifery training, Rastogi Nursing Training Institute,
Brainware, Gems School of Vocational Training, ICICI Foundation, Orion Edu tech, Don
Bosco Tech, ILFS Skill Development Corporation Limited, and Future Hope for the professional and vocational courses/training for our 
children, and for discounted rates for training
of Udayan Children.
Steve Waugh Scholarship for Girls: With the
support of Steve Waugh Foundation, 9 girls
namely Gayatri Mahato, Khukumani Kalindi,
Priyanka Besra, Tumpa Bauri , Arpita Mahato,
Kiran Shaw, Asha Bauri, Lalita Singh and Kabita
Mahato have completed 3 years General
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In the year 2018, 5 Girls have taken admission
in the General Nursing & Midwifery training in
Apollo Nursing Institute, Raipur Chhattisgarh
after successfully completing higher secondary
education.
Boys Scholarship Programme - Earlier Udayan
used to support boys for their education till
the age of 18 years or till class X, after completion of class X, re-linking them with their biological roots. It has been observed that after re
-linking, majority of the boys used to involve
themselves as daily labourers in nearby factories with very minimum wage. Few of them
were lucky to continue their studies with family support and could settle themselves by receiving good socio-economic status. Considering the trend in the year 2018, Udayan made
an in-depth assessment and arrived at a conclusion to support boys for their higher education and make them self-reliant individuals
through one certified Vocational /Professional
Skill. Udayan has started to support boys from
the year 2018 . Those who have successfully
completed class Xth or XIIth, they may go for
vocational course as per their competency and
the findings of CDP. While pursing the vocational course they will stay with their biological roots.
Career Counselling - Career counselling sessions have been organised for the children of
Udayan from Class IX onwards. Facilitated by
an external resource person from ICICI Foundation, trainers have imparted career orientation to all the children. This support to children is vital to help them make better career
choices as per their interest and talent areas.
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Extra-Curricular Programme
Numerous studies have shown that students who take an active role in extracurricular activities score higher than
their peers and have a more positive
outlook towards school. This is due to
the fact that taking part in activities you
are genuinely interested in serves to
boost the brain’s functioning. Additionally, skills learned from extracurricular
activities such as concentration, dedication, and time management all play a
vital role in academic success.

The formation of a Cultural Club among children
has helped ensure that all children regularly practise their dance and music lessons. Our children
love sports and culture, and they take ownership
to organise various programmes at Udayan.

With the support of SBI Life Insurance and Brett
Lee, a Mewsic Centre has ben established to provide regular, professional singing, dancing, guitar
and keyboard lessons to children. Additionally,
boys have taken a keen interest in drumming and
an outside teacher comes to lead this program.

Thanks to Steve Waugh Foundation, Udayan girls
have been learning Karate and self defence—an
ancient martial art that helps promote discipline,
Participating in these activities also gives children
strength and protection.
the opportunity to interact with likeminded people, engage with a large group of their peers, and
Sport is a great outlet for children and Udayan
build bonds over a shared interest. It also teaches
children regularly play cricket, football and basthem to overcome shyness and hesitancy, and to
ketball in the Udayan playground. Apart from
develop crucial social skills.
these, they also play Badminton and Kabaddi.
Many of the prizes at sports and cultural activities
Lastly, participating in activities outside the classat outside schools are won by Udayan children
room gives children the chance to discover hidand children are given platforms and opportuniden talents within themselves, and the opporties to participate in representative level sports.
tunity to master these skills. And with this mastery comes a boost to the self-esteem and confiYoga and meditation have also been integrated
dence of the child. The self-confidence a child
into the Udayan routine to provide a strong
gains in their formative years plays a key role in
grounding among children in the practice to supshaping them into a self-assured, positive, and
port their all round physical, emotional and menoutgoing adult.
tal development.
Children of Udayan have the opportunity to participate in a variety of extracurricular activities
across sport, art, music, dance and yoga.
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Programme Highlights




Karate Classes Empower Girls – Considering the
present necessity of learning skills in selfprotection, Udayan initiated Karate classes for its
93 girls in 2018. All the children are regular in Karate classes and they do regular practice. In 2019,
72 girls have successfully completed white belt.
The Karate Instructor, Chandana Chakraborty has
more than 22 years’ experience as a karate instructor in Barrackpore and Kolkata. She had completed Martial Arts in 1986 and is a trainer in
Academy of Martial Arts, Barrackpore in Shotokan

Karate-Do. This program is supported by Steve
Waugh Foundation.
Brett Lee ‘Mewsic Centre’ – In the Udayan premises, we have a Brett Lee ‘Mewsic’ Centre, wherein
our children learn folk, classical, Rabindra sangeet,
classical and creative singing and dancing with the

support of professional music and dance instructors. In the centre we have Guitar, Harmonium,
Synthesiser, Tabla and other instruments which
the children play - with a regular guitar and keyboard instructor also. Throughout the year our
children staged various cultural performance in
different places like Raj Bhawan, school annual
functions, Interschool competitions—performing
well and providing them with a wider platform to
showcase their skills. This programme is supported by SBI Life Insurance.

cultural programme. Principal of Wesley School
and Mr Arjun Singh, MLA of Barrackpore appreciated their performance. In the 400 meter Race,
Aman Bagdi and Kartick Mandi stood 1st and 2nd
respectively. In Telenipara High School, in Cock
Fight, Akash Bauri and Aman Rajwar stood 1st and
2nd respectively. In Sum Race, Akash Bauri and
Arjun Singh stood 1st and 2nd respectively. In
Long Jump, Sushanta Mhato stood 1st and in 100
Meter Race, Ramjan Ansari stood 1st.
Creative Arts - Our children, with the help of a
House Brother, painted the Boundary Wall of Fred
Kahl Health Centre, which is recently inaugurated
and was highly appreciated. They also showed
creativity in the Christmas Cottage Decoration
Competition.
Christmas Cottage Decoration Competition –
Udayan celebrates Christmas in an innovative way.
Our children, with the support of house mothers
and brothers, decorate their cottages. By using the
waste materials like rags, sticks, news papers,
straw and bio-degradable things, our children decorate the cottages on theme based issues. To encourage their innovative ideas and artistic decoration they are awarded accordingly. Visitors came
to Udayan to see the beautiful innovations of the
children.



Drumming Classes for Boys - The boys of Udayan 
are very good drummers; they learn to play drums
from the drum instructor who visits campus every
week. Our children do practice of cadre drums on
a regular basis. Our children also perform drumming on different occasions like Republic Day Ceremony, sports days and Independence Day, World
Leprosy Day Rally, Saraswati Puja and Udayan
Foundation Day Functions.

Children’s Cultural Club Programs - In 2018 a Children’s Cultural Club was formed, so that students
play a leadership role in organising all the cultural
events in Udayan premises in a planned manner.
They were invited to be a part of the Children’s
Day Celebrations at Raj Bhavan. Their dance performance was appreciated by the Honourable
Governor of West Bengal, Shri. Keshari Nath Tripathy. The following events were organised:



Participation in Competitions & Sports Days Chanchala Mahato and Sima Karmakar have won
1st prize in Stitching and Singing competition at
Sewli High School. In Sewli High School Annual
Sports Day, 5 of our children got First prize in 100
meter race and Shot-put. Sima Karmakar has got
1st prize in Article writing competition. In Sewli
Boys, at Throw Ball competition, Gopi Mahato
stood 1st and Tathagata Roy stood 2nd. In 200
meter Race, Robin Hansda stood 1st. On the occasion of Wesley School Annual Sports Day at Wesley Hindustani High School, our Cultural team
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(Girls) have been invited for the performance in

 Independence Day
 Teachers Day
 Biswakarma Pujo
 Christmas Celebrations
 Netaji’s Birthday

 Annual Sports Day
 Republic Day
 Saraswati Pujo
 Holi
 Foundation Day
 Rally - Swami Vivekananda’s Birthday

Governing Body
Emily R Menon - Chair

Amrita Isaac Roy - Vice Chair

Emily has over 20 years experience in establishing and managing Non Profits and community
organisations in both India and
Australia. Originally from Australia, Emily moved to India in
2007, leading teams of volunteers doing remote community development in south
India before establishing her own social enterprise,
Innovaid Advisory Services. She spent 10 years
providing philanthropy and CSR advisory services to
HNI and corporate clients in India before pivoting
into Non Profit Communications consulting. Emily
was the first woman Chair of the Australia & New
Zealand Business Association in Mumbai and sits on a
number of NGO boards in India.

Amrita Isaac Roy has 18 years
of work experience in the fields
of social development and academics. She holds a MA in Political Science, an M.Phil in International Organization and a
B.Ed. Amrita has a vast experience in the development sector in Research work and
as a Human Rights Consultant. She has been a Senior
Research Analyst at the Institute of Economic
Growth, Delhi, a Research Consultant with Swayam,
Kolkata and a Human Rights Consultant with Centre
for Developments and Human Rights, New Delhi.
Between 2006-2009, Amrita has been associated
with the prestigious St. Xavier’s College, Kolkata, as a
Part time Lecturer. Presently, she is Dean of Modern
English Academy (ICSE & ISC) Kolkata, and is responsible for all administrative and academic aspects.

Annamma S John - Secretary
Annamma S John has 27 years
work experience in clinical
management of leprosy, training, monitoring and evaluation
of leprosy and related programmes, research, and working with partners and communities. A graduate in Medicine from National Medical
College and the School of Tropical Medicine, Annamma worked for 5 years in a Mission Hospital at Shillong. She then worked in clinical and administrative
roles in The Leprosy Mission Hospital, Kolkata for
more than 20 years. Annamma was involved in care
of outpatients and inpatients suffering from complications of leprosy. She has worked in Bangladesh as
an advisor for The Leprosy Mission Bangladesh and
collaborated with the Government Leprosy programmes in training for staff in the National Leprosy
Eradication Programme. Annamma’s focus for her
career has been to improve the lives of people affected by leprosy, and she looks forward to continuing to
work with them.
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Geoffrey Rodrigues - Treasurer
Geoffrey was born in Kolkata
and completed his education
from St. James School. He graduated from St. Xaviers College
with a B.Com Honours Degree
and worked with Lawrence &
Mayo as a Branch Manager for
15 years before transitioning to BNK Solutions as an
Assistant Manager in a number of different processes. Geoffrey left the business sector to work in the
development sector and was the Administrator at
Udayan for 3 years before returning to business at
ASI Services Pvt. Ltd where he is the Regional Manager for Eastern India and has been so for the last 9
years. Geoffrey has a passion for Udayan and has
dedicated many years to the Governing Body, serving
a number of them as Treasurer.

Management
K Mohanchandran - Governing Body Member

Dipak Sahu - Director

K Mohanchandran has 30
years of experience in the
hospitality industry and has
worked at the Taj Group
since 1989. Presently, Mohanchandran is the Area Director—Udaipur and Jodhpur
and General Manager of the Lake Palace, Udaipur.
An alumnus of the Institute of Hotel Management,
Pusa, New Delhi, Mohanchandran has worked
across all hotel functions and in multiple locations
with the Taj Group - including Chennai, Aurangabad, New Delhi, Dubai, Mumbai, Sydney, Kolkata,
Hyderabad and lately, Udaipur. Mohanchandran is
also a Board Member of the Hyderabad Conventions & Visitors Bureau, HCVB; and was the President of the Hotel & Restaurants Association of Telangana State for the period 2017-19.

Dipak has 21 years of experience in both International
and National non profits. He
holds M.com, LLB Degree
from Utkal University and
certificate course in Integrated Early Childhood Development for young vulnerable children and Monitoring
& Evaluation from Global Health (USAID). Dipak has
a vast experience in the development sector in
position of senior management in SOS Children’s
Villages of India, Catholic Relief Services and CAN
Kids. He has been associated with Government of
West Bengal as a member in DCPS and was invited
as a resource person by WCD Government of West
Bengal on Alternate Child Care. As a development
professional he has experience in the areas of child
protection & development, alternate child care,
child labour, disaster mitigation, Livelihoods, rehabilitation, social inclusion, strategic policy and programmes, financial management, donor relation
and Government & Non Government partnerships.

Rajkumar Fenn - Governing Body Member
Rajkumar Fenn has a total
work experience of over 45
years and has worked extensively in the hospitality industry. His expertise lies in the
field of marketing, sales and
operations. He has Bachelors
in Commerce and has worked with some of the
most widely known brands like Camellia Group,
Rainbow Infrastructure & Housing Development
Limited, IISD Edu World – Hospitality & Culinary
Arts, CB Richard Ellis South Asia Pvt. Ltd, Ambuja
Realty ltd (previously known as Ganpati Greenfields
Ltd), and Remington Rand of India Limited Calcutta.
He also had a brief stint of around two years at an
NGO, AG CARE, as a consultant to train the team to
raise funds for the various projects of the NGO.

Adrija Mitra - Assistant Director

Adrija has over 13 years’ experience in the field of Child
development, Child rights,
Child protection and public
health. She holds Msc. Degree in Economics and completed her Post-Graduation
Diploma in Human Rights from Indian Institute of
Human Rights. She has worked with Corporate and
international NGOS and has been working as a Programme Leader in different domains for last 11
years. She has worked with many renowned organisations like SOS Children’s Villages of India, Catholic Relief Services, Hope Foundation, and Hindustan
Latex Limited. She has done in-depth study in the
field of community mobilisation, Self Help Group
promotion, Participatory Rural Appraisal, capacity
building & placement, vocational training and Gov43 ernment partnership.
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Our Donors & Supporters

Hazel Nash, pictured opposite, members of the Eton College community and friends of Fred Kahl, were
instrumental in supporting the development 45
of the Fred Kahl Health Centre Facilities at Udayan,
in memory of her late husband, Fred Kahl.

Audited Accounts
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Looking Forward …
UDAYAN means dawn. And indeed, it was a bright
dawn for the first group of 11 children from homes
of leprosy patients around Barrackpore, when on
25 March 1970, Rev. James Stevens moved these
youngsters away from their lives of sorrow, hunger,
and social rejection to a sanctuary of security, love,
care, comfort and education, where they could
grow to become honourable and contributing citizens of India.
The 26th of January, 1998, marked a new dawn in
my life too, as I walked through the gates of the
Udayan complex first built in 1979 (with the assistance of Dominique Lapierre, his wife Dominique,
and scores of their European and American
friends.) I was in deep, dark depression, since the
death of my son, Kabir, a year earlier.

I came to Udayan with a handful of gifts
hoping to bring some small joy to the
lives of what I thought were these unfortunate children. Instead, what greeted
me was a sea of happy faces, shining with
the brightest of smiles, and singing the
cheeriest of shouts “Good morning,
Aunty,” with their small hands seeking
mine for a caress … it was the most
overwhelming moment in my life. My
spirits lifted immediately, and I was
transferred to another world.
Many, many people have contributed to Udayan’s
success, both Indians and foreigners alike, from
Europe, North America, South Africa, Australia and
Japan. Rev. Stevens’s wife, Lalitha, has been steadfast at his side, and a few young men, from the
earliest batches of students, also help run Udayan.
Because of these efforts, Udayan now cares, feeds,
houses, and educates nearly 300 boys and girls.
And like all those who fight against leprosy on
many different fronts, Udayan must constantly
seek support to continue and expand its operations.
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Yet none of its success would have been possible
without the vision and compassion of Rev. Stevens.
Instead, the dawn may never have broken for the
thousands of children who have passed through
Udayan’s portal in the last 49 years.

Today we look to the future. Towards the
next 50 years of Udayan. It is a time of
renewal, professionalization and
improvement. If he were alive today,
Father James would be proud to see the
strong direction that Udayan is headed in,
and it bodes well for the future of the
many children who will walk through its
gates in decades to come.
The time is ripe, for every Kolkatan, nay, every one
with a compassionate heart, to put his hands in his
pocket and contribute generously, towards sustaining this haven of peace.
Long live Udayan!
SHAMLU DUDEJA
Patron of Udayan

P.O: Sewli Telinipara,
Village - Sewli, Barrackpore
Kolkata - 700121, West Bengal, INDIA
PH: 033 25351589 M: 9748998092
www.udayan-kolkata.in
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